SLOVENIA - MY WAY OF TRAVELLING AROUND

Find your favourite trail, climb towering peaks, and experience the diversity of natural surroundings. You choose your unique experiences in your own way.

#feelsLOVEnia #myway

DAWN - TRAVEL TIPS

In order to drive on motorways and trunk roads you must use a full-sized vehicle, which can be purchased at petrol stations and other points of sale. The use of siphon pumps is not allowed for filling up your own tank. Important equipment in the vehicle includes a warning triangle, a spare wheel and a tool kit, and the mandatory equipment in the passenger compartment includes a fire extinguisher. In winter, an additional set of winter tires is mandatory. In the event of an emergency, you must also carry a first-aid kit and a safety vest. The use of dipped headlights is mandatory in Slovenia even while driving during the day, and the doors and the windows must be closed with a seal.
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